GoSolar Home Program

AVAILABILITY
Available throughout the Company’s entire electric service area where the facilities of the Company are of adequate capacity and are adjacent to the premises.

APPLICABILITY
To all Standard Residential Customers, who have the legal authority to enter into a contractual agreement for the premise which will be assigned under this tariff. Participation under the GoSolar Home Program is limited, and in the Company’s sole discretion to the amount of solar generation available and subscription will be made on a first come, first served basis.

Customers being served under self-generation riders or tariffs may not purchase power under the GoSolar Home tariff.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE
The service shall be single-phase or three-phase, 60 Hertz, and at one standard nominal voltage as mutually agreed and subject to availability at the point of delivery.

RATE
A Customer will enter into a contract with the Company for a fixed charge rate for their total net monthly bill before taxes, assessments and other governmental charges. The fixed rate will be $19.00 per KW based on the equivalent capacity of solar equipment necessary to meet the customer’s most recent 12-month historical usage, based on the current average annual fixed solar photovoltaic production within TEP’s service territory, as determined by TEP. This is a fixed rate per kW for the term of the contract but does not guarantee a monthly bill lower than would otherwise be realized if the customer were serviced under a standard offering tariff.

The Company shall either own and operate, or enter into a Power Purchase Agreement for the energy output of, a solar generating facility (“GoSolar Home Facility”) within the Company’s service territory and interconnected to the Company’s distribution system. The equivalent capacity of solar equipment necessary, as calculated to determine the individual customer’s fixed contract rate, shall be satisfied with the capacity provided by the GoSolar Home Facility. Subscription for each individual customer’s solar capacity needs under this tariff shall be limited to the GoSolar Home Facility’s overall capacity (cumulative customer solar capacity shall not exceed solar facility rating).

The Company shall provide all of the Customer’s electricity requirements at the contractual fixed rate, up to 115% of the Customer’s contractually established historical annual usage. If in any calendar year a Customer’s usage exceeds 115% of the Customer’s contractually established historical usage, the Customer’s fixed energy rate shall be recalculated based on the new annual consumption data for the most recent year.
Additionally, if in any calendar year a Customer consumes less than 85% of the contractually established historical annual usage, the Customer’s fixed energy rate shall be recalculated based on the new annual consumption data for the most recent year.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
1) Must have been an active Customer of the Company in good standing for no less than twelve months.

2) Customer will enter into a contract for 10 years. Customer must remain with the GoSolar Home tariff for term of contract. Customer may terminate service under this tariff through an early termination provision, or as otherwise agreed upon by the parties, as set forth in the contract.

3) Customer will continue to be charged for all other applicable Commission approved charges (except for the Lost Fixed Cost Recovery charge, the Environmental Compliance Adjustor charge and the Purchased Power and Fuel Adjustment Clause charge), Taxes and Assessments.

4) The terms and conditions discussed herein are not applicable to any other Company residential tariffs or riders.

5) Customer shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, ordinances and codes governing the production and/or sale of electricity.

6) A one-time taxable Processing Fee of $100 will be applied.

7) Customer will be subject to terms and conditions set forth in this contract.

TEP STATEMENT OF CHARGES
For all additional charges and assessments approved by the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) see the TEP Statement of Charges which is available on TEP’s website at www.tep.com.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
The standard Rules and Regulations of the Company as on file with the ACC shall apply where not inconsistent with this rate.

TAX CLAUSE
To the charges computed under the above rate, including any adjustments, shall be added the applicable proportionate part of any taxes or governmental impositions which are or may in the future be assessed on the basis of gross revenues of the Company and/or the price or revenue from the electric energy or service sold and/or the volume of energy generated or purchased for sale and/or sold hereunder.